
Running&the&Global&Economy&&
Trade,'Investment,'&'Interna/onal'Ins/tu/ons!



Today’s&Class&
• Brief'Review'
• The'Age'of'
Turbulence'

• Econ'101'Review:'
How'Macroeconomic'
Policy'Works''

'



Brief&Review&



Globalization and Steve Jobs 



Keynes and the Post-War Era 
Dow Jones Industrial Average, 1800-2003 



Hayek Revival 
•  During post-war era, 

Keynesianism was the 
dominant economic 
approach, while Hayek’s 
views were marginalized 

•  As state-led growth 
stagnated in the 1970s, 
Hayek’s views gained 
currency and more 
states adopted market-
based approaches 

After Von Hayek received the Nobel Prize 
Economics in 1976, his views grew in 
popularity and application in the United 
Kingdom and the United States. 



Deregulation reduced barriers to 
entry for new competitors and 
introduced competitive pricing 
systems, thereby helping to break 
up monopolies and reduce prices for 
consumers. 

•  Transportation: Rail, air, 
trucking, & shipping 
markets were gradually 
deregulated 

•  Communications: 
Telephone and cable 
deregulation 

•  Energy: Oil and natural 
gas deregulation partly 
responded to OPEC 

Market Deregulation 



•  Ronald'Reagan'and'
Margaret'Thatcher'

•  1981'U.S.'legalizes'
internaJonal'banking'

•  1984'¥/$'agreement'
liberalizes'Japanese'
investment'

•  1986'London'Stock'
Exchange'accepts'
foreign'securiJes'deals'

Unleashing&Interna>onal&Capital&



Foreign&Direct&Investment&(FDI)&ShiE'



Global'DistribuJon'of'Wealth'



The'New'Billionaires'



USD 2011 
Tax Return 





The&Age&of&Turbulence&
Hot!Money,!Financial!Crisis,!and!Meltdown!



Market&Bubble&Economics&
•  During'the'stock'
market'bubbles'of'
the'1980s,'1990s'and'
2000s,'stock'prices'
tended'to'far'exceed'
the'raJo'of'dividends'
paid'per'share,'as'
investors'speculated'
on'increasing'stock'
values.''

The'priceYearnings'raJo'is'a'commonly'
used'formula'to'try'to'evaluate'the'
relaJve'value'of'a'stock.'''



The price-earnings ratio is a commonly used formula 
to try to evaluate the relative value of a stock.   



1980s:&Stock&Market&Bubble&
•  In'the'midY1980s,'the'U.S.'
recovery'fueled'investments'
and'speculaJon'that'led'to'a'
rapid'rise'in'stock'prices.''

•  On'October'19,'1989,'
computer'programs'with'
“stopYloss”'funcJons'led'to'a'
cascade'of'rapid'selling,'with
$500'billion'in'losses'(a'22%'
decline)'in'a'single'day.'

“Black Monday”  



1980s:&Savings&&&Loan&Failures&
•  In'the'1980s,'recently'
deregulated'Savings'and'Loan'
AssociaJons'(S&Ls),'also'
known'as'“thrias,”'expanded'
their'lending.''

•  Irresponsible'lending'by'S&Ls'
in'an'expanding'housing'
market'and'a'gap'between'
assets'and'liabiliJes'led'to'the'
failure'of'hundreds'of'these'
insJtuJons.'



By 1995, 747 S&Ls failed in the 
crisis, including 534 in 1989 
alone. The U.S. government 
provided a $124 billion bailout, 
and the U.S. suffered a 
significant economic slowdown. 



1990s:&Stock&Market&Bubble&
•  In'the'1990s,'internet'
technology'drove'rapid'stock'
market'gains'as'investors'
speculated'on'the'profits'to'
be'made'in'cyberspace.'

•  “DotYcom” or'internet'stocks'
started'to'decline'in'2001,'and'
9/11'threatened'to'send'the'
global'economy''into'a'severe'
recession.''



•  The NASDAQ Composite 
index peaked at 5,048 in 
March 2000.  



2000s:&Housing&Market&Bubble&
•  Liberal'lending,'including'to'
highYrisk'(subprime)'
borrowers,'contributed'to'
growing'homeYownership,'
but'an'unprecedented'
inflaJonary'bubble.'''

•  When'“interest'only,”'
adjustable'rate'mortgages'
reset'many'borrowers'found'
themselves'in'over'their'
heads.'



Since 1929, real (inflation-
adjusted) home prices have 
grown at a rate of about 2% 
annually. 



2008&Foreclosures&
Percent of units with foreclosure action 



2010 Foreclosures 
Percent of units with foreclosure action 



The&Financial&Crisis&
•  In'2008,'banks'began'to'
feel'pressure'as'it'
became'apparent'that'
their'liabiliJes'(money'
owed'to'investors)'
exceeded'the'value'of'
assets'(money'owed'to'
banks),'which'posed'a'
risk'to'bank’s'exisJng'
capital.'



How&Banks&Work&

EQUITY: Banks start with the 
base capital provided by stock 
holders), which is used for 
investments. 
 
 

Banking is pretty simple. It�s all about money. Bankers seek 
opportunities to invest and profit on their investments. 

LIABILITIES: U.S. banks 
“borrow” from depositors 
(you), who are paid 
interest & FDIC insured. 

ASSETS: Money loaned 
by banks at a higher 
interest rate provides a 
source of profits. 



2008&Ci>bank&Balance&Sheet&

Balance sheets look pretty complicated but they basically have three 
components: assets, liabilities, and capital (equity). 

capital / equities 

liabilities 

assets 



Ci>bank’s&Balance&Sheet&(6/08)&

Citibank�s June 2008 balance sheet looks very good: the amount owed to 
investors and the amount that the bank has in the form of assets and equity is 
�balanced, assuming that expected value of assets is correct.  



B&of&A&Balance&Sheet&(2009)&

Bank of America�s 2009 balance sheet looks very good: the amount owed to 
investors and the amount that the bank has in the form of assets and equity is 
�balanced (assuming that expected value of assets is correct).  



The&Problem&of&Toxic&Assets&
•  Unfortunately,'many'
banks'discovered'that'
their'loans'were'not'
sound.'

•  Banks'had'extended'
too'much'credit'to'
high'risk'borrowers'
who'were'incapable'
of'repaying'loans.'

Banks offer special rates (called prime 
rates) to their preferred customers, and less 
favorable rates (called subprime rates) to 
high-risk borrowers. When loans stop being 
repaid they are often called �toxic assets.� 





Some&Contribu>ng&Factors:&

Supportive Monetary 
Policy: Made ample 
capital available to 
borrowers. 

New forms of 
investment expanded 
the market. 

Optimistic Analysts: 
Many investors got 
pumped up by 
exuberant forecasts 
and strategies.  



Fanny&Mae&and&Freddy&Mac&
•  In'the'1990s,'both'
lending'insJtuJons'
expanded'lending'to'
subprime'borrowers'to'
promote'home'
ownership.'

•  In'2008,'Fanny'&'
Freddy'owned'or'
guaranteed'about'half'
of'all'U.S.'mortgages.'

Congress created the Federal National 
Mortgage Assoc. (FNMA) in 1938 and, to 
encourage competition, the Federal Home 
Loan Mortgage Corp. (FHLMC) in 1970 to 
purchase mortgages from lending 
institutions and securitize them. 



The&Problem&of&Deriva>ves&
•  DerivaJves'are'a'type'of'
security'whose'value'is'
established'by'the'underlying'
value'of'something'else'

•  Common'types'of'derivaJves'
include'opJons,'futures,'and'
swaps.'

•  DerivaJves'can'be'simple'or'
complex'collatoralized'debt'
obligaJons'(e.g.,'structured'
investment'vehicles,'SIVs)'

Options: The right to 
buy/sell (e.g. stock) at 
a specified price. 

Futures: Contract to 
buy an asset today at a 
specified price. 

Swaps: Contract to 
exchange cash flows in 
the future. 





A&Wave&of&Bank&Failures&
•  Despite'a'loan'from'the'
NY'Federal'Reserve'in'
March'2008,'Bear'
Stearns'was'bought'out'
by'JP'Morgan'Chase'

•  In'Sept.'2008,'Lehman'
Brothers'filed'for'the'
largest'bankruptcy'in'
U.S.'history'



There were 8,451 FDIC insured 
banks as of the 3rd quarter of 2008. 



Failing&Insurance&Companies&
•  Due'to'the'use'of'
credit'default'swaps'
(CDS’s)'and'other''
exoJc'instruments'for'
insuring'bank’s'risky'
assets,'major'
insurance'companies'
like'AIG'suffered'hug'
losses.'

Beginning'in'the'fall'of'2008,'the'U.S.'
government'provided'a'$100'billion'loan'
to'shore'up'the'finances'of'American'
Insurance'Group'(AIG).'





Slow&Growth,&Failing&Industries&
• As'consumer'
spending'declined,'
profits'fell'and'many'
major'companies'
suffered'significant'
losses,'with'some'
companies'entering'
into'or'verging'on'
bankruptcy.'''

By'Nov.'2008,'the'big'3'automakers'(GM,'
Chrysler,'Ford)'sales'were'off'by'30%,,'
prompJng'their'CEOs'to'appeal'to'
congress'for'a'$34'billion'loan'package.'



Stock'Market'VolaJlity'Stock Market Volatility 





Unemployment&
•  StarJng'in'2008,'the'U.S.'
economy'experienced'
massive'layoffs'and'up'to'
10%'unemployment.'

•  December'2010'Bureau'
of'Labor'StaJsJcs'
reported'increase'to'15.1'
million'(9.8%'
unemployment)' In December 2010, unemployment 

rates varied for adult men (10.0 per-
cent), adult women (8.4 percent), 
whites (8.9 percent), Hispanics (13.2 
percent), and Blacks (16 percent) 



Reversal'of'Recent'Job'CreaJon'



Deepening'Job'Losses'



Deepening'Job'Losses'



Declining&Incomes,&Rising&Poverty&

2011: $22,314 a year for a family of 
four and $11,139 for an individual 



A&Lost&Decade…&

Note: Food stamp use has increased since the 
early 2000s as a general trend. 



Increased&Use&of&Food&Stamps&

Note: Food stamp use has increased since the 
early 2000s as a general trend. 

Old 
People 

Old 
People 

Old 
People 

Slackers Mountain Folk 
Corn 
People 



Increased&Use&of&Food&Stamps&

Notice shift in ranges 



Food&Stamp&Budget&Also&Increased&

Note: Food stamp use has increased since the 
early 2000s as a general trend. 



Econ&101&
How!Macroeconomic!Policy!Works!



Fiscal&Policy&



Government Revenue 
•  Taxes are typically the 

most visible, important, 
and political form of 
government revenue, 
but fees, sales, and 
services provide other 
forms of government 
revenue that form part 
of a government’s 
fiscal policy.  

The U.S. Federal Budget is derived 
mostly from taxes, but nearly a third also 
comes from borrowing. 



Comparison 
•  The United States 

depends more heavily on 
personal income tax as a 
source of revenue (40% 
of total) than other 
developed countries, 
which rely more on sales 
and property taxes. 
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Fiscal Policy 
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�Back in Business,��Financial Times, Thursday, October 16, 2008, p. 9. 



Fiscal Policy 



Fiscal Policy 







Fiscal Deficits 
•  When the government 

spends more than its 
actual revenue, this is 
called a fiscal or budget 
deficit. 

•  Deficits are addressed by 
raising taxes, reducing 
spending, or increasing 
government borrowing. In response to the banking and housing 

crisis of 2008 the Obama administration 
developed an unprecedented fiscal 
stimulus and bailout package, which were 
financed through enormous fiscal deficits. 



Government Deficits 



U.S. Fiscal Deficits, 1930s-2000s 



Estimating U.S. Fiscal Deficits 

CBO and White House 
estimates of the impact of 
BHO�s fiscal stimulus 
differed significantly in 
2008.  



The Politics of Fiscal Policy 
•  Fiscal policy is often 

highly politicized and 
attracts significant 
attention from the 
general public 
because it has 
obvious implications 
about “who gets 
what.” 



Monetary&Policy&



Why Does Currency Have Value? 
•  The value of money, as a 

financial instrument, rests 
entirely on the confidence 
that actors have that it can be 
traded for goods, services, 
and other financial 
instruments at a relatively 
predictable and specific rate 
of exchange.   
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Supply, Demand, & Currency 
•  As with other goods 

(e.g., oil), when the 
relative supply of a 
currency increases, 
its price tends to 
decrease, leading to 
a devaluation of the 
currency. 



Shifting Exchange Rates 



Implications of Currency Values 
•  A “weak” currency has 

advantages (cheaper 
exports) and disadvantages 
(more expensive imports, 
domestic inflationary 
pressure).  

•  A “strong” currency has the 
opposite advantages & 
disadvantages. 



What Determines A Currency’s Value? 
Currency exchange results from a combination of government 
management and market pressures that influence the supply 
and demand for a given currency.  

The more abundant the supply of pesos, 
the fewer dollars it takes to buy them. 
Conversely, the fewer dollars available, 
the more pesos required to buy a dollar. 

Monetary Policy 

Trade 

Currency 
Markets 



1. The Role of Monetary Policy 
•  Monetary policy is the 

set of official policies 
by a government or a 
central banking 
system to influence 
the supply, velocity, 
and overall value of 
money that is 
circulating in an 
economy. The Federal Reserve system is the official 

monetary authority in the United States.  



Policy: Floating or Managed? 
•  Floating Exchange Rate: 

Currency value is determined 
by market demand without 
any government intervention. 

•  Managed Exchange Rates: 
Government or central bank 
attempts to influence a 
currency’s value by: 1) 
“targeting” a specified range, 
2) “pegging” its value to 
another currency, or 3) 
setting an official “fixed” rate 
of exchange.   

Theoretically, currency values �float� freely in 
the market. However, most governments try to 
manage their currency�s value in some way. 
When a country�s currency value is fixed, the 
government exchange rate may not reflect 
actual demand for the currency, contributing to a 
�black market� in which buyers and sellers trade 
the currency at market rates. 



Growth vs. Inflation 
•  Typically, monetary has 

the objective of sustaining 
production and 
employment or prices at a 
certain level, helping to 
ensure growth in 
production, while avoiding 
excessive inflation in the 
prices of goods and 
services in the economy. 

Inflation constitutes an increase of 
prices caused when more money is 
available to chase a limited amount of 
goods.  



How Central Banks Work 
In most modern 
economies, the 
monetary supply is 
regulated by 
autonomous 
government banks 
that primarily 
employ: 1) market 
operations, 2) 
reserve 
requirements, and 
3) interest rates. 

The U.S. Federal Reserve System(Central Bank) 
was created in 1913 and typically meets 8 times 
a year to assess economic indicators (e.g., 
capital and credit markets) to assess the health 
of the economy and inflationary pressures. 



U.S. Federal Reserve System 
•  An autonomous, 

quasi-governmental 
agency (The Fed)"

•  Private financial 
institutions with a 
public purpose and 
governmental 
authority"

•  3 major tools: open 
market operations, 
interest rates, & 
reserve requirements"

Chairman + 
7-Member 
Board of 

Governors 

FOMC  
(BOG, NY Fed 
President, & 4 
Rotating Fed 

Presidents 

12 Regional 
Banks 

& Regional BOGs 

Private U.S. Member Banks  
(Stockholders in Regional 

Banks) 



Fear of the Financial Sector 
I believe that banking institutions are 
more dangerous to our liberties than 
standing armies. If the American people 
ever allow private banks to control the 
issue of their currency, first by inflation, 
then by deflation, the banks and 
corporations that will grow up around 
the banks will deprive the people of all 
property until their children wake-up 
homeless on the continent their fathers 
conquered."Thomas Jefferson, 1802"



A. Open Market Operations 
•  Buying or selling 

government bonds and 
can manage the relative 
supply of dollars in the 
economy.  

•  Other open market 
transactions include 
buying or selling 
currencies held in the 
central bank’s foreign 
reserves. 

The Federal Reserve�s FOMC (Federal 
Open Market Committee) sets the policy 
for open market operations. 



B. Interest Rates 
•  The Federal Reserve�s 

Board of Governors 
determines the discount 
rate of interest charged 
to other banks, which in 
turn affects that prime 
rates banks offer to their 
preferred customers. 

The Federal Reserve�s Board of 
Governors sets interest rates for its 
member banks. 



World Interest Rates 



C. Reserve Requirements 
•  The Fed sets the 

requirement for the 
currency reserves 
that member banks 
must maintain on 
hand, either in their 
vaults or in the care 
of a particular Federal 
Reserve bank. Increasing or decreasing reserve requirements 

affects the amount of loans and investments that 
banks can make, and therefore the overall 
supply of money circulating in the economy. 



Reserve Requirements 



2. Trade and Investment 
•  Because trade and 

investment involve 
purchases in different 
currencies, these affect 
the relative supply of one 
country’s currency in 
another country, shifting 
the capital account 
balance and ultimately 
affecting exchange rates. 



Capital vs. Current Account 
Balances 

= weak 
dollar 



Foreign Exchange (Forex) Reserves 



China and the U.S. Capital Account 



U.S. Current Account Balance 



Global Recession = Good News 
for U.S. Current Account Balance 

The Long View: 1980 to 2013 



Top U.S. Trade Partners (2011) 
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3. Currency Markets 
•  International investors 

who buy and sell 
currency now play an 
large role in shaping 
the supply and 
demand for foreign 
currencies, which 
limits the effect of 
central bank policies. 

Every day over $1 trillion in currencies 
changes hands as investors buy or sell 
currencies for profit (or losses) at varying 
rates of exchange. 



Exchange Rates: The Price of Currency 

•  The price of one 
currency relative to 
another is known as the 
currency exchange rate 

•  The number of units of a 
currency required to buy 
another currency uses a 
simple formula: 
o Y-to-X exchange rate =  
o  1 / X-to-Y exchange rate 

The more abundant the supply of pesos, 
the fewer dollars it takes to buy them. 
Conversely, the fewer dollars available, 
the more pesos required to buy a dollar. 





Exchange Rate: Market Price 

$1.00 = 10 pesos 
$0.50 =  5 pesos 
$0.25 =  2.5 pesos 
$0.10 =  1 peso 

10 pesos   = $1.00 
 5 pesos   = $0.50 
 2.5 pesos   = $0.25 
 1 peso   = $0.10 

Dollar to Peso  
Exchange Rate: 

Peso to Dollar 
Exchange Rate: 

$-to-peso exchange rate      =      1 / $-to-peso exchange rate 



How It Works: La Casa de Cambio 

Exchanging Dollars 9.75 pesos  10.25 pesos 
BUY SELL 

Exchanging Pesos  .0975 dollars  .1025 dollar 

Converting dollars to pesos: I will sell you one peso for .1025 
dollars, for a $0.0025 profit. Or every dollar you give me, I will 
give you 9.75 pesos (keeping .25 pesos as profit).  
Converting pesos to dollars: I will sell you one dollar, if you 
give me 10.25 pesos (making a 2.5% profit). Or I will buy a peso 
from you for .0975 dollars (making a 2.5% profit). 

$-to-peso exchange rate      

 1 / $-to-peso exchange rate 



U.S. Dollar vs. Mexican Peso 
(The Medium View: 1992-2015) 

http://peterlbrandt.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/11.26_Spot-Peso-long-term.jpg 



U.S. Dollar vs. Mexican Peso 
(The Long View: 1969-2015) 

http://peterlbrandt.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/11.26_Spot-Peso-long-term.jpg 



Case Study: Mexico 



U.S.-Mexico Trade 
•  In 1980s, 

Mexico enters 
GATT, 
deregulates 
economy 

•  In 1994 NAFTA 
reduces tariffs 
over 15 years 

•  World’s largest 
trading bloc  

Both before and since NAFTA, the U.S. 
and Mexican economies have been 
growing increasingly integrated and 
interdependent. 



The 1994 Peso Crisis 
•  Political instability 

(Chiapas, Colosio) 
•  Foreign direct 

investment flows 
reverse 

•  Imbalance of 
payments 

•  Depleted foreign 
reserves 

•  Devaluation 
Despite jubilation over Mexico�s entry to 
NAFTA in  1994, a series of domestic 
political crises spooked international 
investors, leading to capital flight, and a 
severe devaluation of the national currency. 



Enter Bill Clinton and The IMF 



The IMF 
With an original number 
of 45 members, the IMF 
has 187 member 
countries. Its objective is 
to help countries recover 
from economic instability, 
whenever they may 
occur. Members pay a 
quota to join the IMF, in 
return, they receive 
economic policy advice 
and financial support 
from the organization.  



Voting Power in the IMF 



Regional Use of IMF Credit 



Case Study: Thailand 

•  The King and I 

Getting to Know the Global Economy 



Case Study: Thailand 1997 
From mid-1980s to 1997, a massive injection of FDI and loans 
fuels 5-15% growth and speculative real estate bubble. 



Case Study: Thailand 1997 
Revelations of public and private corruption spook investors, 
resulting in capital flight and abandoned investments.  



Case Study: Thailand 1997 
Thai government initially tries to prevent speculation, but 
ultimately lets baht float 



Case Study: Thailand 1997 
In August 1997, Thai Finance Minister Thanong Bidaya announced 
agreement to accept IMF austerity measures (including tax hikes and the 
closure of 42 ailing finance companies) to receive $17 billion loan. 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/crash/etc/cron.html 



From Thai Crisis to Global Contagion 
Despite IMF intervention to help support the Thai baht, there 
was a region wide panic in SE Asian financial markets, leading 
to massive capital flight with impacts around the world. 



Case Study: Indonesia 
Continuing the Asian Flu 



Indonesian Rubiah Crisis 



IMF�ers 
•  IMF 

IMF Director  
Michel Camdessus 

President Suharto 

President Suharto of Indonesia signs his acceptance of 50 IMF terms for assistance. Mr Suharto has no choice, even though many 
of the intended reforms are politically unpalatable. Such was the outflow of money from Indonesia over the past six months that the 
economy would implode if a second international bail-out were refused. 



Case Study: Greece 
Tthe Global Economy is Greek to Me 



European&Crisis&
In'the'heady'2000s,'Greece,'Ireland,'Italy,'Spain'and'Portugal'(PIIGS)'
and'other'European'countries'accumulated'large'debts'to'fuel'
growth.''



The'Greek'budget'deficit'never''got'below'
Europe’s'3%'of'GDP'limit,'

nor'did'the'debt'ever'decline'toward'the'60%'limit'

118 



European&Crisis&



What&Does&“Austerity”&Mean?&

= 





Response&to&Austerity&Measures&



Concluding&Thoughts'
•  “Globalization” has unleashed the forces of capital 

and production. 
•  The resulting economic growth has produced huge 

gains for some.  
•  The resulting inequality of distribution has 

frustrated many. 
•  The resulting economic instability has caused 

losses for many, though the rich are more 
protected than most.  

•  The unsustainability of production and 
consumption practices has caused unprecedented 
ecological damage.  

 



Concluding&Thoughts'
•  Office'Hours'
• Midterm'Exam'
'
Quote:''
•  “Capital'is'reckless'of'the'
health'or'length'of'life'of'
the'laborer,'unless'under'
compulsion'from'
society.”'

– Karl'Marx&


